
 

The word sociology originates from the words "socius" meaning "companion" or "friend," and "-ology," which refers to the study of. The term has been in use since the 1830s. Sociology is a social science—a discipline dealing with human society. It studies human social activity, relationships, interactions, institutions, culture, and other aspects of society. Sociologists are interested in how people
interact within these groups and organizations; these social units have different degrees of significance for various sociologists. For example, family units may be studied by one sociologist while another may focus on societal organizations such as schools or workplaces... Sociology has many branches and sub-branches including: Sociological theoreticians include: Émile Durkheim, Karl Marx,
Ferdinand Toennies, Max Weber, Georg Simmel, Vilfredo Pareto, Talcott Parsons, Robert Merton and Claude Lévi-Strauss. Other notable theorists/founders include: Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Étienne de La Boétie. Current researchers in sociology include Pierre Bourdieu and Jürgen Habermas. Data science is the application of methods from statistics, computer science, mathematics, and data
visualization to datasets. Data is any piece of information or knowledge.Data science uses this data to better understand human behavior. Data science can be used to predict outcomes for proposed plans, provide solutions for being profitable, analyze the results of therapy sessions, or use statistical analysis to predict outcomes in sports. If you are interested in learning more about data science check out
the following resources: Columbia University's Center for Data Science at @Columbia University's College of Engineering will offer a master's degree program in machine learning... School of Information at @Berkeley will offer a master's program in Information Analytics starting this fall... A common misconception is that sociology is a hard science. In fact, the term "sociology" means "science of
society". A common misconception surrounds the idea of a social science in which individuals or groups carry out research in areas such as sociology. Such a misconception was propagated by John Dewey and his concept of an ideology that concealed hidden assumptions and confused subject-object relationships with cause and effect relationships that did not account for history or continuity. This
perspective came about in the late 19th century and continues to be prevalent to this day. Sociology as a discipline is a social science that does theoretical and empirical research, and is interested in how individuals and groups interact within society. Individuals that practice sociology use the term "social sciences" to refer to the practice, yet many would argue that "sociology" is a form of research
which happens within "social sciences." In this sense, sociology is a subset of the social sciences.In this way, there are various forms of sociology including: A common misconception is that sociologists are interested in macroscopic phenomena such as race relations or gender roles.
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